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Chapter 1

Folio of writing
As the folio of writing is the first finished product that you have to
generate as part of your external examination for Higher English, we will
look at this first.

Hints & tips



ial

You have two essays to produce: one broadly ‘discursive’ and the other
broadly ‘creative’. Each is marked out of 15. You have a considerable
amount of time to prepare and produce what will count for 30 per cent
of your marks, so make a start in advance and don’t leave anything till the
last minute!

ma
ter

How you work on your folio and the deadlines you have to meet will be
controlled by your centre; your teacher will give you this information.

The number of marks
available for your folio
(30) is the same as the
number of marks
available for the Reading
for Understanding,
Analysis and Evaluation
exam paper (30), which
you will sit in May. So it
makes sense to make a
good effort in writing.

This part of your exam attainment is the one that is most within your
control. It is probable that, given time and effort on your part and with
appropriate support, you can write two essays of Higher standard. The
advice that follows is designed to help you in the process, but it goes
further than that. There are tips here to help you aim for a very good
result. Some of the advice is quite detailed, especially towards the end of
the section – but extra marks are valuable and you can gain them in your
own time without being under pressure in the exam hall.

The process of your writing may be monitored in a variety of ways,
and as a result of varying teaching contexts, but your topic and your
draft will be overseen. You should use feedback advice given by your
teacher or lecturer in your final version and also make sure that you are
acknowledging all your sources. You must avoid plagiarism. There is a
document about what this means on the SQA website, so that there is no
excuse for not adhering to the conditions.

aft

The technicalities – the easier part

dr

1 Each essay should be accurate in its use of language – punctuation,
sentencing, spelling and capitalisation should all be correct.
Because this is not an exam setting, you have plenty of time
to go over your work with a fine toothcomb and with a
dictionary. Remember that you are allowed to use such tools as
dictionaries and a spellchecker. But beware of accepting blindly
what a spellcheck program suggests – sometimes it will give an
alternative that is not quite what you meant. Remember also
that it cannot distinguish between such things as the correct/
incorrect use of its/it’s, their/there/they’re, etc., so you’ll need to
pay special attention to these.
2 Your essays should be within the specified word limit – 1,300 words.
Going over the word limit is risky: this can affect the structure and

Remember

These three technical
items are always
within your control.

1
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Chapter 1

effectiveness of the piece. An essay that is too long may not end up
achieving as good a mark as a more concise text within the word limit.
3 Your essays must be completed by the correct date.

Hints & tips



ma
ter
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SQA’s definition of technical accuracy for folio pieces is as follows:
Few errors are present: paragraphs, sentences and punctuation are mostly
accurate and organised so that the writing is clearly and readily understood;
spelling errors (particularly of high frequency words) are infrequent.
No matter how good the content, story, argument, etc., consistent technical
accuracy is a requirement for the piece to meet the minimum requirements for
the 9–7 band.
Technical accuracy is an equally important requirement for the Critical Essay in
the Critical Reading paper (see page 134).

The content – the more difficult part

aft

Your writing at Higher level must be appropriate for purpose and
audience, follow a line of thought based on relevant research/experience/
knowledge of genre, and be expressed in language appropriate to convey
clearly thought/argument (on topics normally of a complex nature)/
emotions/concerns. Add to that some of the keywords that typify what is
needed to achieve high marks:
●● strong degree of mature reflection
●● insight
●● sensitivity
●● skilful command of the genre
●● thematic concerns which are skilfully introduced and developed
●● strong impact.
Your essay(s) should be informed and relevant for your audience – that
involves, in some cases, the collection and organisation of your data/
material/ideas; in other cases it involves the exercise of the imagination
and the capturing of feelings and emotions.

dr

One piece of writing must be what is classed as broadly ‘discursive’. This
will be one of:
●● an argumentative essay
●● a persuasive essay
●● a report
●● an informational piece.
The other piece of writing must be what is classed as broadly ‘creative’.
This will be one of:
●● a personal essay
●● a reflective essay
●● an imaginative piece.
2
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Folio of writing

Organisation

Exercise
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Look at your notes/headings/extracts/statistics/evidence. You have
probably gathered more material than you are going to be able to use.
But that can be a good thing for two reasons.
1 You will be able to select the strongest points to promote your idea
and fulfil your purpose.
2 You have a confidence-boosting command of your subject, which will
allow you to change, rearrange or expand a point later on.
How you make a survey of your material is entirely up to you. It depends
partly on whether you are basically a ‘spatial’ person or a ‘list’ person. Some
people see connections in a spider diagram, and some in lists or tables.
Whichever of these you choose, you then have to select and arrange the
points in a sensible order. Some of these are described below.
In an argumentative essay you would normally take at least two viewpoints
into consideration and provide some evidence for each. But this does
not mean that your own personal preference or point of view has to be
suppressed. You can be fair, but you can also be very firm in your conclusion
so long as it can be justified from the evidence you have presented.
In its simplest form you can deal with some points ‘for’ an idea/theory/
campaign and some points ‘against’. Then you reach a conclusion that gives
your own point of view, arising from the evidence you have presented.
This form has the advantage of clarity, but perhaps becomes rather ‘listy’ –
adding ideas together rather than developing them.

dr
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Here are six negative points you might have found in your research for
an essay about the pros and cons of providing children with laptops,
gadgets, phones or games involving ‘screen time’:
1 expense        4 isolation from family
2 physical inactivity     5 stranger danger
3 lack of socialisation    6 creation of attention deficit.
You could simply write a paragraph about each of these items, then
follow that with a number of advantages that you have found, and
thus reach a conclusion based on the strength of each ‘side’. This
becomes simply a matter of addition, not of development.
Alternative approaches would be to:
●● start with the less important items, building up to the most
important (A)
●● start with the really important, eye-catching item, then provide
more evidence, again perhaps building up from the trivial to the
more important ideas (B).
Try to arrange the six items above in order to achieve development A.
Then do the same for development B.
Another possible pattern is where each paragraph or section of the
essay contains opposing points on one aspect of the topic. This keeps
a balance in the argument, and can make things clearer to the reader.

Hints & tips



Your choice of organisation
depends on your material
and what it is that you
want to say to your
reader. The important
thing is that you have to
think about your
organisation, and try out
various methods until you
find the most satisfactory
in terms of impact,
interest and clarity.

5
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Linking

ial

The linking of your ideas is, of course, an important aid to the development
of your essay. There are numerous ‘signpost’ words that are useful both in
your writing folio and in your critical essay work:
●● numeric: firstly, secondly, and finally
●● contrasts: but, on the contrary, on the other hand, conversely
●● intensifiers: and even more so, moreover, furthermore, without doubt
●● causality: because of this, therefore, as a result
●● time: once, in the past, nowadays, later, in the future.

ma
ter

All of these are useful, but they should not be used slavishly or
monotonously. You would be unlikely to use ‘fifthly’ or ‘sixthly’, for
example. And there should certainly be strict rationing of ‘furthermore’
and ‘moreover’, which are often used mechanically and so lose their
meaning or impact.

Often a more natural linkage is not dependent on single words or
phrases, but in the continuation of thought from one paragraph to the
next – you will come across many examples of this in your study of nonfiction texts for analysis (see pages 42–45).
For example, in an article about buying children gadgets as Christmas
presents the link is made by the repetition of the idea of ‘technology’:
. . . Sociologists suggest that our increasing use of technology
is making us more distracted and less able to be intimate with
those around us.

This technologising of Christmas, and our lives, can be charted
through the list of the most popular gifts over the years . . .

Try out various links. Don’t be satisfied with the first one that comes to
mind. There might be a more forceful (or a more subtle) way of doing it.

aft

Use of illustration

Presenting a human interest example to engage the reader’s emotions is
another familiar device. For more on this see pages 46–47.

Persuasive essay



Before you hand in your
final version, look at the
advice under ‘Editing’ on
pages 24–27.

dr

Many of the above steps are also necessary if you attempt the next suggested
form of discursive essay – the persuasive essay. For example, linking words and
the use of statistics are common to both types of writing.

Hints & tips

This is probably best attempted if you have really strong feelings on your
topic, and are convinced that your ideas are the right ones – even in the face
of opposing evidence. Most teenagers perhaps would recognise this position!

6
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●●

The climaxing of items in groups of three is often used as it seems to
appeal to some deep language structures that we all recognise. Here is
an example from an article entitled ‘Have Foodies had their Day?’:

●●
●●

The use of climax to strengthen or exaggerate an idea.
The use of anti-climax to puncture an ‘oppositional’ idea.
Repetition of all kinds, including a ‘choral’ start or finish to several
paragraphs (as heard in Martin Luther King’s ‘I have a dream’ speech).
The danger with this is that such a device, unless used skilfully, can
become mechanical and/or boring and predictable.

Use of illustration

Presenting a human interest example to engage the reader’s emotions is
another familiar device (see pages 46–47).

Use of statistics

See the advice on use of statistics in Argumentative essays (page 4).

Report

Hints & tips



A good test of the impact
of your persuasive essay is
to read it out loud to
someone else, or even to
yourself in the mirror. Are
you convinced? If you are
not, it is likely that others
won’t be either – so it is a
good test to see if you need
to go back to the draft and
make some amends.

ma
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●●

ial

The fact remains, however, that despite the growth of farmers’
markets, despite Jamie Oliver’s ardent crusading, despite Michelle
Obama’s organic vegetable patch, gastroculture has done
markedly little to improve the eating and cooking habits of most.

aft

This form of writing, more perhaps than the previous two kinds, depends on
how exactly the purpose of the report is matched to the expected reader. At
Higher level, success is more likely if the purpose and audience are carefully
defined, remembering always that the writing has to demonstrate the ability
to encompass complexity and detail. There should be clear conclusions
drawn from detailed evidence, taking into account, where necessary,
possible alternatives. The language in which the report is written is likely to
be precise but is less likely to demonstrate a wide spectrum of language
devices. Extra material in the form of statistics, graphs, and so on, if well
explained and integrated, can be included, but the writing is the most
important part, and no additional marks are available for visual material.

Informative

dr

This form of writing could be thought, at first, to be rather dull and
mundane – simply producing facts. One of the main purposes of writing
is to inform an audience of certain, usually important, material without a
personal bias. Because you are writing a Higher essay, you have to remind
yourself of the need for the subject to be of a complex nature. Try to
achieve the level suggested by some of the bullet points in the list on
page 2 – especially ‘thematic concerns which are skilfully introduced and
developed’.

8
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Creative essays

Personal/reflective essay

ial

On the face of it, this may seem an easier option than writing an
imaginative piece. After all, you don’t have to dream up ideas – you know
who is involved and you know the circumstances because it is about you,
and your reflection on that experience.

ma
ter

One of the problems with personal writing is that there are two purposes
that are easily confused:
●● Writing as therapy, where an attempt to record an experience is
good for the emotional health of the writer.
●● Writing as art, where the recording of an experience creates interest,
sympathy, surprise and understanding in the reader (remember, the
general heading for this type of essay is ‘creative’).
Occasionally, the first type (therapy) does meet the criteria for ‘art’. It has
to say something of more than merely personal significance. That is, it has
to say something important to readers which has the potential to expand
their understanding of some aspect of ‘life, the universe and everything’.

Often, the therapy type of writing simply describes an important and sad
event in the person’s life, told in great detail, with an added-on reflective
paragraph about the lessons learned from the experience.
Here’s an example of this kind of tacked-on ending:
I get upset every time I think about him not being there. One
thing he taught me is never to take life for granted because you
never know how long you have. If it wasn’t for my grandad
fighting his battle against illness and putting a smile on his face
every day, I wouldn’t be the person I am today. He taught me
that no matter how bad things seem, enjoy life while you have it.

Hints & tips



The personal essay at
Higher level should show a
degree of reflection and
give a sense of the writer’s
personality.
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When well-handled, however, this kind of essay can succeed at Higher.
That said, contrast this ending with the one on page 12, which is a more
thoughtful and measured conclusion to the essay.
This does not mean that writing as therapy is of no value. It is one of the
gifts that literacy gives us. We can attempt to come to terms with the
agony and the ecstasy of our own lives through writing accounts, poetry
and song, and it is good for us. But perhaps it is not so meaningful for a
wider audience. So maybe it would be wise to consider carefully before
presenting it as your best creative piece.
Writing a personal/reflective essay that is ‘creative’ demands some of the
elements of shaping and structuring that you would use in a short story.
The reflective element is best demonstrated throughout the essay, not
necessarily by saying that you learned something, but more by showing
that you grew throughout the experience as a person in understanding of,
or ‘insight’ into, your own growth and development.
Many submissions are related to death or divorce. These are difficult
situations, and cause profound feelings of loss and despair, but to transmit
those feelings effectively to a reader is quite difficult.

10
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Folio of writing

Suppose you have been writing about the death of your grandmother, and
at some point you say ‘I miss her so much’. How is that ‘missing’ felt? In the
emptiness of a room? In a message that never comes? In a missing place at the
table? These are details that make much clearer, and more poignant, the actual
‘missingness’ and may cause the reader to empathise with your experience.
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Another common topic is an event from early childhood. The event has
remained in the memory, but the element of hindsight and distance takes
the edge off the sharpness of the experience. A 6-year-old does not think
or see things in the same way a 16-year-old does.
Suppose that, in the course of such an essay, you remember (aged 6):

ma
ter

My father started to cry. I had never seen him cry before. It was
heartbreaking.

Without careful and precise use of language, your memory, or your
language (or both!) risk not carrying a feeling of authenticity to your
reader: to avoid this, you could add something to show you are
commenting from the perspective of being 16:
My father started to cry. I had never seen him cry before.
Looking back, I remember it as being heartbreaking.

Remember

There is a whole list of common phrases which, while true,
are not particular and individualised enough to convey to an
outsider (your reader) a feeling of empathy or sympathy – they
become a little like a cliché. Here are a few such phrases:



Before you hand in your
final version, look at the
advice under ‘Editing’ on
pages 25–27.

He was my best friend ever.
I was being torn in two.
She was always there for me.
He always understood.

aft

☞
☞
☞
☞

Hints & tips
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There can, however, be very powerful writing in this genre in the hands
of a writer who is willing to work, shape and craft the experience – sad or
happy – into a piece of ‘creative’ writing.
You could also write about your experience of a particular pastime, or
idea, or cause, or thought as it has happened in your life. It could be:
●● a reflection dealt with in a concerned or contemplative tone – an
insight into an aspect of society, adding to your understanding and
self-knowledge arising from your own experience
or
●● a reflection on aspects of life and your place within it dealt with
ironically, whimsically or humorously, such as:
● an essay on possessions/fashion and how important they are to
your self-image
● an essay on the trauma caused by separation from your life support
system – your mobile phone.
11
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